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BRAND STORY 

A home is more than just a house, it is more than just 
a roof over our heads. It is where families grow, learn 
and create memories, and we want to be a part of 
that story.  

Founded with the passion to share the warmth of 
home with others, JH Prestige is a premium 
Singapore-based property developer with the mission 
to empower lives and enhance spaces we live and 
work in. 

BRAND STORY 



BRAND VISION 

We design spaces that is rooted in simplicity and purpose – with the simple goal of 
creating memories for families to feel at home. 

BRAND VALUES 

Simplicity, Quality, Purposeful,  
Personal, Intentional

BRAND PERSONALITY 

JH Prestige is a partner for families. She is a reliable, warm and refined friend, who can be 
trusted to build and empower you in your life. She is know to deliver what she says, and she 
advocates for a vision to inspire communities to grow together – stronger and better as one. 



LOGO 



The logo symbol represents a synergy and 
cohesiveness between the two letters, 
combining it into one single logo form that is 
unique to the brand.  

It is inspired by luxury, comfort and a touch of 
prestige – displaying the delicate touch of the 
company. 

PRIMARY LOGO 
 



Favicon Symbol

LOGO VARIATIONS

Application: This logo variation can only be used as a 
favicon. There is a slight duo-toned gradient on the symbol 
to convey a sense of prestige and luxury.  

This symbol is used when there is a space constraint or for 
digital icons such as for websites or social media pages. 



LOGO VARIATIONS

Application: This logo 
variation should be used 
against bright or light 
backgrounds.  
*Take note of the 
readability of the text 
against the background  

It is the main logo to be 
used whenever possible 
and appropriate 

Logotype (Colour) Logotype (Monochromatic)



LOGO VARIATIONS

Application: This logo 
variation should be used 
against darker backgrounds  

*Take note of the readability 
of the text against the 
background, and the 
complementary colour 
pairings 

Logotype (Colour against 
dark backgrounds) Logotype (Reversed) 



COLOUR PALETTE 



BRAND COLOURS   

Hero Colour 
#002D36 
RGB: 0 45 54  
CMYK: 93 66 57 59 

Anchor Colour  
#DBAD68 
RGB: 219 173 104  
CMYK: 14 32 68 0 

Base Colour  
#FAFBF9 
RGB: 250 251 249  
CMYK: 1 1 1 0 

Combi 2

Combi 1

Combi 3

Application: To the right are 3 colour combination pairings* that can be used based on the colour palette. The smaller 
colours are accent colours which should take up smaller colour in proportion to first colour. These colour pairings can be 
used for all marketing collaterals. 



TYPOGRAPHY 



BRAND TYPOGRAPHY

I’m a Header 
Application: For headers, titles, or any text that 
requires attention that is brand-related

Font: Cormorant Garamond Bold 

“Sub-header in Coromorant  
Garamond Medium.”

SUBHEADER IN AVENIR ROMAN

Body copy in Avenir Book  
Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum 
Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum 
Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum

Application: For quotes, or any text that requires more attention 
that body copy text, but secondary to header size and font

Font: Cormorant Garamond Medium

Application: For sub-headers (all caps), headers for body copy 

Font: Avenir Roman 

Application: For body copy 

Font: Avenir Book



PRIMARY FONT

Coromorant Garamond Regular 

Coromorant Garamond Regular Italic 

Coromorant Garamond Light 

Coromorant Garamond Light Italic 

Coromorant Garamond Medium 

Coromorant Garamond Medium Italic

Coromorant Garamond Semibold  

Coromorant Garamond Semibold Italic

Coromorant Garamond Bold

Coromorant Garamond Bold Italic 

SECONDARY FONT

Avenir Book

Avenir Roman 
Avenir Light 

Avenir Light Oblique



NAMECARD 



PRIMARY FONTNAMECARD PRINTING



PRIMARY FONTNAMECARD PRINTING

- Advise to print logo and gold areas 
with gold-foil printing  
- Strong logo can be embedded 

- White print for text and the gold print touch should 
be thin like the logo 

- Thick card (>100gsm) for 
premium touch

Advisory on name card print production 



PRIMARY FONTNAMECARD PRINTING

Gold foil printing 

Anchor Colours 
#002D36 
RGB: 0 45 54  
CMYK: 93 66 57 59 

Anchor Colour (If you choose to opt 
out of gold foil printing)  
#DBAD68 
RGB: 219 173 104  
CMYK: 14 32 68 0 
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BRAND IMAGERY 



BRAND IMAGERY

Brand images should reflect JH Prestige’s personality and evoke a sense of 
prestigious comfort and everyday luxury. This can be depicted through settings 
with large spaces with daylight, with accents of colours that looks welcoming.  

The mood of each image can be further encapsulated through the use of warm 
lighting, with minimal furniture and props such as plants and bright vases.  

When possible, avoid the use of dark or dull colour compositions and opt for 
natural light to evoke a sense of inviting warmth for customers to feel 
welcomed. 



BRAND IMAGERY (SHOTS –  DO’S) 
It is important to ensure that each image is taken in these variants: - Wide angle 
(portrait setting) + close-up shot - Wide angle (landscape setting) + close-up 
shot. Here are some angle guidelines. 

CLOSE-UP SHOTS 



BRAND IMAGERY (SHOTS –  DO’S) 
It is important to ensure that each image is taken in these variants: - Wide angle 
(portrait setting) + close-up shot - Wide angle (landscape setting) + close-up 
shot. Here are some angle guidelines. 

WIDE-ANGLE SHOTS 



THANK YOU! 


